Blind’s Dream NGO enjoys a day at EsselWorld
26th April 2016, Mumbai: EsselWorld, Asia’s largest theme park has always been a strong
believer of giving back to the society through social development of underprivileged
communities. Taking this belief forward, EsselWorld fulfilled the dream of 55 visually
challenged girls from Blind's Dream NGO of Ahmadabad by hosting them. The park entails
to the belief of always going an extra mile to enrich lives of people by nurturing them with
unforgettable experiences.
Blind's Dream from Ahmadabad is helmed by Dr. Samir Mansuri who is visually impaired
by birth. He is trained in Ayurved/ Nature Therapy and a Philanthropist and humanitarian
at heart. He bought a batch of around 55 Blind girls with their 30 care-takers to Mumbai to
fulfill their wish of flying and visiting EsselWorld on 26 April 2016 and had an exhilarating
adventurous time. The members of the NGO were more than happy to spend their day at
the park. EsselWorld organized a leisure experience at the park and served scrumptious
lunch at the Oh! Mumbai restaurant.
Under the aegis of Blind’s Dream, Mr. Mansuri had promised to fulfill the dream of blind
girls. He has already held few activity programmes for blind girls and boys in Ahmadabad
like Music Competition, fashion shows etc. They brought together a 2 day trip to Mumbai,
where EsselWorld became an integral part of the trip. On the 1st day they visited Iskon
temple for a press conference which was attended by leading celebrities from Bollywood
like Varun Dhawa, Meghna Naidu, Rashmi Ghosh, Tara Alisha Berry, Singer Dipti Sharma.
The girls were extremely delighted to meet their beloved celebrities which boasted their
morale.
The aim of the organization is to provide all the necessary rehabilitation assistance for
enabling persons with disabilities to attain and maintain their optimal physical intellectual,
psychological, economic and social level.
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